Multiples of Pie
by Ucaoimhu
Combine all the ingredients in 13
Across to get something that will
tell you where to find one ingredient for a pie (when read properly), and what quantity of that
ingredient is used. Another ingredient from the same source can
be found in the grid, but not quite
in its prescribed quantity; if you
triangulate to determine the logical place to look for the missing
amount outside the grid, you will
find a third ingredient there instead (whose quantity is specified
less precisely).
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ACROSS
1. Costello had sounded blue
4. 12.5% of builders don’t have ebony
8. Old sergeant, perhaps the one ruling
Mongo, is heading straight at you
11. In favor of hiding alien’s stench
12. Support for a dancer playing nine
roles

21

13. [See instructions]
16. Both initially poke fun at tribesman’s corrupt practices
18. Left party with crowbar, say
19. Told to go through the entrance
with the Spanish guard

20. Commands including “Run
with emus” and the like
21. Uncovered remarkable dune

DOWN
1. Salmon eats up most of Egyptian deity-king (2 wds.)
2. Empty tins when spun around
are traps
3. After party, Canadian charac15
ter slept
5. Is not upright, in a way!
6. Word in a term for a Texan
insect atop actor McKellen
7. Greek statue of Kay or Earl
9. One who conspires to wrap
clothes up in Newton
10. Said object ceased to function
like Commander Data (hyph.)
11. Ship’s rye being heartlessly
seized by warrior
14. Box carried by actor Alan
from Little Miss Sunshine
15. See lint unexpectedly exhibiting a
kind of strength
16. Robert consumes large amorphous
mass
17. Franklin would flex

